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The COVID-19 crisis is severely testing the social contract, the implicit

agreement among members of a society to cooperate for social bene>ts by

sacri>cing some individual freedoms.

The global pandemic started in Wuhan, China, soon engulfed Iran, Europe,

North America, and then rapidly spread to Africa, Australia, and will likely

spread soon to Latin America, and the West Indies. The COVID pandemic is

aIecting health, economic, educational systems and the wellbeing of us all.

This is a unique moment in human history. Our unequivocal

interdependence and the imperative of urgent cooperation and solidarity,

means that we must review and revise our social contracts — and make

them transparent to all.

No single state in the United States can, by itself, defeat this pandemic. The

United States can and must adopt lessons learned from South Korea,

Singapore, and Hong Kong to contain and mitigate this deadly pandemic.

There are also lessons to be learned from China.

We must mobilize all available and necessary public, private and

philanthropic resources; state, federal, and military; the business and the

faith communities; health systems, academic and research institutions; and

public health experts. Integrated into a cohesive whole, these systems must

work with a restored U.S. Pandemics Working Group of the National

Security and Preparedness Council to enhance our emergency response to

this unprecedented challenge. Decisive national leadership must identify

and implement a clear, single minded, uni>ed National Plan. Such a uni>ed,

national plan, clearly spelled out, well integrated, and appropriately

resourced is essential to contain, mitigate, and defeat this virus and also to

gradually restore our battered economy.

Given the cataclysmic economic and health consequences precipitated by

this pandemic, we must also review, revise and update our social contracts

at both national and global levels. We must strengthen both our health and

economic systems and make their interdependence apparent, by making

Access to Care for all Americans a high and urgent national policy priority not

only during pandemics but on an ongoing basis — as do other developed

nations.

Eliot Sorel, MD, DLFAPA, is a Clinical Professor of Global Health, Health Policy

and Management, and Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences at the George

Washington University Milken Institute School of Public Health.
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Stay up to date on coronavirus (Covid-19)

Follow the Medium Coronavirus Blog or sign up for the newsletter to read expert-
backed coronavirus stories from Medium and across the web, such as:

How our natural resilience may surprise us.

So, what’s up with Sweden’s controversial approach to containing the

coronavirus?

The two coronavirus tests you need to know about.

Discover Medium

Welcome to a place where words matter. On Medium, smart
voices and original ideas take center stage - with no ads in
sight. Watch

Make Medium yours
Follow all the topics you care about, and we’ll deliver the
best stories for you to your homepage and inbox. Explore

Become a member

Get unlimited access to the best stories on Medium — and
support writers while you’re at it. Just $5/month. Upgrade

About Help Legal

Anyone can publish on Medium per our Policies, but we don’t fact-check every story.
For more info about the coronavirus, see cdc.gov.
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